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“Closed Hearts, Closed Minds: The Textbook Story of Marriage.”
Institute for American Values, 1841 Broadway, Ste. 211, New York, N.Y. 10023. 21 pp. $10

Author: Norval D. Glenn

Thirty-eight percent of married men
and women between the ages of 30

and 59 report in recent surveys that they
are very happy—a far higher percentage
than for their unmarried counterparts.
Substantial social-science research con-
firms that married people of both sexes are
on average better off than all types of
unmarried people “in terms of happiness,
satisfaction, physical health, longevity, and
most aspects of emotional health,” notes
Glenn, a sociologist at the University of
Texas. Yet most recent college textbooks
on marriage and family offer a very differ-
ent impression.

Most of the 20 textbooks he examined,
“while at times professing respect for mar-
riage as a relationship, offer a determinedly
bleak view of marriage as an institution, and
especially of marriage as a morally or legally
binding commitment.” The books are used
in some 8,000 college courses every semes-
ter. It is, he says, as if the authors all lived in

“a strange world in which all bad things
about marriage (domestic violence, marital
fragility, and career costs to women) are
clearly visible, but all good things” about it
can barely be seen.

The textbook authors, Glenn writes, also
seem to adjust their blinders when consider-
ing “nontraditional” families, so that any
research showing the hazards to children
growing up outside intact families—such as
evidence of the relationship between family
structure and juvenile crime—is ignored or
minimized, “while virtually any optimistic
theory about the benefits of ‘family diversity’
gets magnified far out of proportion to the
data that generate it.”

Glenn awards only one of the books,
Andrew J. Cherlin’s Public and Private
Families: An Introduction (1996), any A’s for
scholarship and balanced treatment of con-
troversial topics, but considers even its cov-
erage of today’s urgent family issues worthy
only of a C.

“Giving Better, Giving Smarter.”
National Commission on Philanthropy and Civic Renewal, 1150 17th St. N.W., Ste. 201,

Washington, D.C. 20036. 130 pp. $20

Nearly 70 percent of American
households in 1995 reported mak-

ing charitable contributions. Their gifts
totaled $116 billion, accounting for 80
percent of all charitable giving in the
United States. (Other major sources of
philanthropy: bequests from individuals at
death, $10 billion; foundations, $10 bil-
lion; corporations, $7 billion.) Yet few
Americans know how effectively their
charitable dollars are being used, accord-
ing to the National Commission on
Philanthropy and Civic Renewal, a pri-
vate body headed by former secretary of
education Lamar Alexander.

Americans give only nine percent of
their charitable donations directly to
“human services” organizations aiding the
poor. But they give 57 percent of their
donations ($66 billion) to churches and

other religious organizations, which
devote nearly a third of their outlays to aid
for the poor. Many of the organizations
supported by the United Way (which,
with some 2,000 local chapters, raised
$3.1 billion in 1995) and other federated
charities also help the poor.

But “far too much” of all this private
largesse, the commission believes, “is mis-
spent or misdirected,” making “scant dif-
ference in people’s lives or the well-being
of communities.” Generous donations to
large national organizations serving the
poor, while “not to be discour-
aged . . . often represent a missed oppor-
tunity to strengthen more innovative, if
less prominent, local institutions and
organizations,” the commission says. Most
Americans “treat charity as an obligation
or a habit,” without thinking carefully
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about how their dollars are used. Actively
seeking out more effective local charities
requires more effort on the part of the
donor, of course, but the investment may
“do more good for the poor and needy and
for one’s community.”

Private foundations are also missing the
mark, in the commission’s view. They “are
engaged in too much study, too little
direct service, and too little hard-nosed
evaluation of what they get for their

money.” Many foundations also are too
inclined to see themselves as a “laborato-
ry” for government. Instead of spending
large sums “to ‘study’ or ‘pilot-test’ various
programs aimed at systemic change,” the
commission says, the foundations ought to
help effective community organizations
pay their bills. “Good charitable organiza-
tions deal with concrete facts and real
people, not abstract theories about com-
bating poverty.”

“World Development Report 1997: The State in a Changing World.”
The World Bank, 1818 H St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433. 265 pp. $25.95.

Ahalf-century ago, it was widely
thought that “undeveloped” countries

would make the speediest economic and
social progress by relying on strong govern-
ment, guided by technocrats. Now, after the
failure of the world’s centrally planned
economies, the emphasis is on markets. The
World Bank, which helped make the first
view conventional wisdom and has more
recently embraced markets, warns that this
latter approach can be carried too far.

The “miracle” economies of East Asia, in
which the state has been deeply involved,
and the recent agonies of Somalia and
Liberia, which collapsed into anarchy, point
up the importance of the state, the World
Bank report says. “An effective state is vital
for the provision of the goods and services—
and the rules and institutions—that allow
markets to flourish.” The new view among
development specialists, according to the
report, is that the state should operate “not as
a direct provider of growth but as a partner,
catalyst, and facilitator.”

Unfortunately, in many countries today,
governments are failing to perform even
their most basic functions, such as providing
law and order and protecting property rights.
Private businesses in 27 of 69 countries sur-
veyed—including more than three-fourths of
the firms in the Commonwealth of
Independent States (the former Soviet
Union), and about half of those in Latin
America and Africa—say that official corrup-
tion, crime, and an arbitrary judiciary are
major obstacles. Still, the report notes, some
developing countries, including many in
East Asia and others elsewhere, such as
Botswana, Chile, and Mauritius, have done
well at “managing the fundamentals.”

After establishing a foundation of law
and taking up other “fundamental tasks”
(such as protecting “the vulnerable” and
the environment), the report says, states in
many cases need to scale back govern-
ment’s role through privatization and
deregulation. This has worked not only in
such countries as China and Poland,
which previously had command econ-
omies, but in countries with mixed econ-
omies as well. In 11 of 12 carefully studied
cases in Chile, Malaysia, Mexico, and the
United Kingdom, divestiture of state assets
resulted in increased productivity and
investment as well as more efficient pric-
ing. In the United States, deregulation of
airlines, railroads, and three other indus-
tries that had been tightly regulated yield-
ed, by 1990, estimated gains to consumers
of at least $33 billion.

Besides cutting back overgrown govern-
ments, states need to strengthen public insti-
tutions, the report says. “Policies that lower
controls on foreign trade, remove entry bar-
riers for private industry, and privatize state
firms in a way that ensures competition—all
of these will fight corruption.” Recent efforts
in Uganda along these lines have had some
promising results.

The worldwide trend toward democracy,
with the number of independent democra-
cies increasing from 39 (or one in four) in
1974 to 117 (or two out of three) today, is
another encouraging development. In addi-
tion, decentralization of government “is
bringing many benefits in China, India,
much of Latin America, and many other
parts of the world.” Nevertheless, the report
says, “central government will always play a
vital role in sustaining development.”


